
Stanton Trophy Summer in Full Swing 

After a slow start to the 2014/15 Stanton Trophy season, the summer games are finally 
under way. July has been a busy month, with rounders, cricket and bowls tournaments 
all getting started. 
Four rounders fixtures have been played so far, including 
convincing wins by TQEEM over Mat/Ac and LGC over 
ASD/IR, as well as a tense fixture in which LGC pipped 
Mat/Ac by a single rounder. It’s early days, but the table looks 
somewhat polarised, with ASD/IR, N/Ads and Mat/Ac all yet to 
notch a win. The rounders schedule will take a brief hiatus 
while the cricket tournament takes place - matches will 
resume in mid-August. 
The cricket competition is proving troublesome due to bad 
weather and multiple forfeits, but two fixtures have been successfully played in which LGC beat Mat/Ac by seven 
wickets and ASD/IR got the better of N/Ads by 24 runs. There may be time at the end of the tournament to 
reschedule some of the forfeited fixtures but, as it stands, LGC are looking like the team to beat with three wins 
from three. Mat/Ac follow in second place, despite not winning a played fixture, one point ahead of ASD/IR. N/Ads 
and TQEEM have not yet managed to secure a win and sit at the bottom of the table. Fixtures will continue to be 
played on Tuesday and Thursday evenings throughout early August. 

 Played Won Played & Lost Lost by forfeit Points 
LGC 3 3 0 0 9 
Mat/Ac 2 1 1 0 4 
ASD/IR 2 1 0 1 3 
N/Ads 2 0 1 1 1 
TQEEM 3 0 0 3 0 

The bowls tournament has been taking place on Monday evenings and again LGC have got off to a flying start, 
with a single shot victory over ASD/IR and a big win over TQEEM. ASD/IR did beat Mat/Ac convincingly, landing 

them in second place while TQEEM were unable to field 
a team against Mat/Ac. N/Ads have not yet had any fixtures 
so have it all to play for. 
The summer sports will continue throughout August and this 
month will also see the beginning of the volleyball competition, 
which will take place during lunchtimes on the court opposite 
Bushy House. Please contact your team rep if you are 
interested in participating. 
Finally, if you would like to find out more about the Stanton 
Trophy and get information on the latest fixtures and results, 

the Stanton Trophy webpages have been recently updated. 
Andy Wain 

 Played Won Lost Points 
LGC 2 2 0 6 
TQEEM 2 2 0 6 
ASD/IR 1 0 1 0 
N/Ads 1 0 1 0 
Mat/Ac 2 0 2 0 

 Played Won Lost Points 
LGC 2 2 0 2 
ASD/IR 2 1 1 1 
Mat/Ac 2 1 1 1 
TQEE
M 

2 0 2 0 

N/Ads 0 0 0 0 
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